
Seed Paper PLANT A GREEN MINDSET�
It is everyone's responsibility 
to love and protect the environment
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Our products
passed the 
FSC certification 100% natural Non-Toxic

place paper on top of compost,
cover lightly with more compost.

give the paper a good drink!
place somewhere warm and
bright to grow.

seeds will germinate,repot into
bigger post if necessary.



CUSTOMIZE
We support customization
Include shapes, logos, quantities, styles and more

Tell us about your design needs

Printing + production

Shape/Size

What can we customize?�
1.

and more ......

and more ......

and more ......

You can customize any shape or size you want

You only need to provide the color number, you can customize any color

Quantity
50+ 100+ 1000+ 10000+

2.

Color3.

You can customize any pattern not just the logo
Pattern/Logo4.



STYLE
What styles can we make?
Tags, cards, business cards, calendars
Wall calendars, bookmarks, paper bags，letters，
notebook and more.

· paper card
You can customize any shape or size you want

·Bookmark ·Notebook

·Tag

·Calendar



·Calendar (mini) ·Ticket ·Paper bag

·Cup sleeve·Envelopes & Writing paper



PICK
YOUR SEED
Do you like clover, gypsophila, or lavender? 

We have clover, gypsophila, lavender, basil, 
carnation, mint, basil, dill, forget-me-not 
and dozens of seeds.

Mint Baby’s breath Lucky Clover

Lavender

Violets

Dill

Don't-forget-me

Sunflower

Tomato

Carrot

Carnation

Basil



CHARACTERISTIC

Clear printing

Various styles

High germination rate

After planting, the seeds will grow and the paper
will be turned into fertilizer.
Will not pollute the environment, will not waste.

Green ink



We see it everywhere in our lives
and it can be applied everywhere

Applica�on
Scenarios
You can engrave your company logo and 
message in pencil. Or something like a 
blessing.
Our products can be used in a wide range 
of applications, you can use it as a party 
gift, or a birthday gift, or in a variety of 
meetings.

Wedding Meeting

Birthday party Exhibition

Course Gift



OKASA PROMOTION (NINGBO) LIMITED
+86 (0)574 8280 8313 
marke�ng@okasa.net  

www.okasa.net    
Rm 2402, Meijin Bldg, No.125 Mingyuan Road, Shounan Street,

Yinzhou District, Ningbo, 315199, P.R.China�


